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b) Social media have decreased face to face communication…………. 

c) Teenagers don't like  social media. ……….. 

3. Answer the following questions according to the text. 
a) How did communication technology invade our life?  

b)  What is  the effect of social media on youngsters ?  

c)   Why do people prefer to communicate through mobiles , Skype or facebook?   
4. What or who  do the underlined  words in the text  refer to ?  
 a) Their ( § 2) : ..........................................                                    b) they (§4) :………………………………… 

 
B.TEXT EXPLORATION.( 8pts) 
1. Match the words with their synonyms  
 

Words  Synonyms  

 

1. Advertisement. 

2. job. 

3. Offer. 

4. Reply. 

a. Work . 

b. Give. 

c. Publicity. 

d. Answer. 

 
2.  Fill in the gaps with the appropriate articles: ( a, an, the  or ∅)  
a)  Isabella is ………Spanish. 
b) I read …………..amazing story . 
c)  I had lunch at ………..Chinese restaurant …………restaurant serves good food 
3. Join the pairs of sentences using the following conjunctions: ( both…and , neither…nor , either… or )  
a) Salim is not a teacher.  b) Asma is  not a teacher. 
a)  I will  eat pizza     b) I will eat burger . I like fast food  
a)  My friend will travel today . My friend  will travel tomorrow . She has no choice. 
a)   I don't like lying    b) I don't like cheating. 

s.Reorder the following words to get a coherent sentence -4 

Usually / wakes/ she / up /early / very 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 Classify the words according to the number of their syllables. -5 

Email            -     write     -       school  -      application 

Three or more Two syllables One syllable 

   
 

PART TWO: WRITTEN EXPRESSION ( 5pts)  
Choose ONE of the two topics. 

in which  you :him or her rite an email to WYou have a  key pal  in England .  Topic 01: 

- Introduce yourself. 

- Introduce your family  

- Describe your regular activities 

Topic 02:  Internet has become an important element in our life. 

Write a paragraph of 10 lines in which you state the positive aspects of internet . 
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